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DIRECTOR'S NOTE

2019 has been an eventful year for our
country. The political terrain
experienced a shaking as the nation
grappled with astonishing revelations of
corruption and other forms of
malfeasance emerging from the various
commissions of inquiry. The extent of
corruption that characterized the last
decade has contributed immensely to
the current state of our economy and
the citizenry are feeling the effects. 
 
This situation in our country provided
both an opportunity and a hurdle to our
work as an organization in strengthening
democracy in the various parts of our
province. 
 
The opportunity came in the form of
increased interest from citizens and
communities from all walks of life
seeking meaning of the shifting
political contexts and the hurdle was to
continue inspiring citizens to believing
in democracy as they shouldered the
effects of slow economic growth in
their lives, now and possibly in the
future.
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E X E C U T I V E  D I R E C T O R ,  D D P  
Dr Paul Kariuki, Phd 

As one of the few organizations in the
province that focus on active citizenship
through ongoing citizen political
education, we took the opportunity to
deepen our work not only in KwaZulu
Natal but to other parts of the country
through partner organizations, who
opened doors of collaboration and
partnership to us so that their
constituencies could benefit from our
engagements. 
 
This meant co-hosting community
dialogues, collaborating on strengthening
civil society organizations to mobilize
and educate their communities as well as
engaging political parties in co-creating
multi-stakeholder political education
dialogue platforms to deepen citizens
understanding of the shifting political
contexts. 
 
Themes such as the importance of
observing the rule of law,
constitutionalism, promotion of good
governance, accountability of the state
and its various agencies defined most of
our dialogues.
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This principle dominated our thinking and
informed all decisions as we navigated the
often-complex political terrain in building
resilient civil society organizations. As an
organization, we are well aware that the
work we do ( mobilizing, educating and
activating citizenship), begins with building
relationships with communities whilst
working in partnership with other
stakeholders such as political parties, the
Independent Electoral Commission
(IEC), the KZN provincial legislature,
municipalities, academic institutions,
government departments traditional
leadership as well as the KwaZulu Natal
Civil Society Organizations Coalition
(KZNCSOC) among others.
 
 

Thus, in terms of strategy, the
organization focused on deepening
partnerships with like-minded
organizations towards responsible
active citizenship in society.
Through this strategy, we increased
our reach and forged new
partnerships across our province
and other parts of the country. The
intention was twofold, namely, to
contribute towards strengthening
civil society as a mobilizer of citizens
and communities towards active
participation in the national and
provincial elections as well as being
part of a pool of an organized and
capacitated civil society that
continually demands accountability
of the state and its various
institutions.
 
Our belief in partnership enabled us
to grow our influence as an
organization in society. We extended
both our reach and depth, whilst
working with our civil society
partners in promoting and
consolidating democracy in South
Africa.

DIRECTOR'S NOTE

Above: DDP Executive Director, Dr. Paul Kariuki
at the Local Government Roundtable in PMB

earlier this year. 



Without this awareness, the DDP would not be able to lever the changes we would like
to see in society in terms of a robust and active citizen-civil society engagement with
political parties and government at all levels. As an organization, we remain cautiously
optimistic that the present political contexts provide a great window of opportunity for
all stakeholders mentioned above, to become more aware of their role in protecting and
sustaining our hard-earned democracy. 
 
The DDP is well positioned to continue being a catalyst in fulfilling this role in KwaZulu
Natal. It is upon this foundation that we intend to build upon in the coming year (2020),
as we prepare the citizenry towards the 2021 Local Government elections.

DIRECTOR'S NOTE

Dr Paul Kariuki,  PhD 

KEEP WINNING! 
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The DDP staff is made up of talented and experienced
individuals, who are committed to the work of the
organization in building a strong, sustainable and

active citizenry. 

DDP BOARD OF
DIRECTORS  

Right: Standing from left is  Dr Paul Kariuki, DDP ED;
Judge C.N Patel; Ms. Heather Thuynsma; Mr. Nickolaus
Bauer; Mr. Lukhona Mnguni; Mr. B.B Biyela; Ms. Lynn

Schmitz, DDP and Ms. Michaela Braun, KAS; 
Front: Seated from left is Dr Devi Rajab, Chairperson of

the Board; Prof F. Mazibuko and Mrs. Menaka Padayachee. 
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SECTION A

AN OVERVIEW OF OUR WORK
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A N  O V E R V I E W  O F  D D P  W O R K
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Civil society has over the years created a positive
social change in communities both in the
continent and abroad. This structure constitutes
spaces for citizens to have a voice and be able to
make decisions regarding how they want to be
governed. 
 
In a democratic state like South Africa, civil
society plays a critical role in holding government
and institutions to account (for example, in August
2017, DDP’s Dr. Paul Kariuki, presented a civil
society’s position on political party funding to the
Adhoc Committee at Parliament in Cape Town,
and in 2018, the president assented the bill. Some
CSOs monitor human rights abuses and provide
information to both domestic communities and
international organizations). 
 
The Democracy Development Program (DDP) is a
Non-Profit Company (NPC) and a Civil Society
Organization (CSO), that aims to support and
deepen democracy in SA through mobilization of
citizens towards collective ownership of our
South African story, which is celebrating diversity,
being tolerant with one another and
strengthening democracy through
transformational dialogues at all levels of society
and existence. 
 
DDP engages citizen and other civil society
organizations in critical and transformative
dialogues, capacity building workshops and
political forums. The organization seeks to gain
insight as to how societies can be transformative
by dismantling the pseudo walls of exclusion that
keeps our nation stuck in a historical narrative of
apartheid. 
 
How do we do this? 
Using our methodology (The Art of Conversation),
DDP is activating, educating and mobilizing
citizens, strengthening civil society organizations
through
 

OUR
WORK

mentorship, deepening DDP’s praxis through
building a community of practice,
Democracy, Voter & Civic Education, working
with community media to reach rural
communities and Political Party Capacity
Development. For our democracy to work it
requires a vibrant press, strong opposition
parties, independent institutions like the
judiciary, the Chapter nines, and a healthy,
robust and vibrant civil society. 
 
This is a great opportunity for organized civil
society to act together to expose societal ills.
Organizations like DDP and its partners are
constructively placed to understand the
dangerous results of a society stolen by
impracticality and populism.2019 began , not
only with new leadership, but a revitalised
purpose of “Deepening partnerships towards
a sustainable, active and responsible
citizenship”.
 
The plan was to deepen the existing
partnerships and at the same time create new
ones, in line with our work and the theme of
the year.
 
The focus of our work this year was on the
following areas:  Local Government
engagement with civic structures, Political
parties’ capacity building, Xenophobia,
Mitigation, Promoting Social Cohesion in the
KwaZulu Natal (KZN) province, Electoral
democracy and voter education, Citizen
political education- through public forums
and community radio talk shows as well as
Civil Society Strengthening.
 
 

Happy Reading!
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DEEPENING PARTNERSHIPS TOWARDS A
SUSTAINABLE, ACTIVE AND RESPONSIBLE

CITIZENSHIP.

1.

SECTION B:
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DEEPENING PARTNERSHIPS TOWARDS A
SUSTAINABLE, ACTIVE AND RESPONSIBLE

CITIZENSHIP.

In the last two decades, DDP has

established a series of strategic

partnerships that share the common goal of

developing the democracy our country.

Base on our theme for 2019, the

organization has recognized that

partnerships are key to growing our

influence as an organization in society, as

we extend both our reach and depth,

working with our partners in promoting and

consolidating democracy in South Africa.

 

Although, the focus of our work has not

changed, the process that we use to achieve

this ideal has shifted. We undertook a

conscious effort to deepen existing

relationships in and out of our province,

working closely with those organizations

that share our values and vision.

Below are significant engagements for the year 2019 and the impact of our work in
communities, individuals as well as civil society organizations in the context of deepening
partnerships and creating an active citizenry.

DDP  ANNUAL  REPORT  20 1 9
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Above: Lesotho MP Mrs. Alice Mosothane, Kenyan
Politician Mr. Boniface Mwangi and Tanzanian Mrs.

Ruth Mollel at the DDP | MVC Political Summit held in
Durban.  

Above: Delegates at the Youth Indaba in
Ntuzuma Township held by DDP partner,

Lindelani Youth Forum.
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Elections enable voters to select

leaders and to hold them accountable

for their performance in office.

Accountability can be undermined

when elected leaders do not care

whether they are reelected or when,

for historical or other reasons, one

party or coalition is so dominant that

there is effectively no choice for

voters among alternative candidates,

parties, or policies.

 

The Democracy Development Program

has since its conception in 1993 been

working closely with political parties,

communities and the Electoral

Commission to enhance South Africa’s

elections. The organization

in partnership (funded by) with the

Konrad Adenauer Stiftung of Germany

has seen the advancement of political

parties, voter education and citizen

engagement in communities prior to

the 2019 General and Provincial

Elections. This was done through our

elections program.

Working with political parties in preparation for the 2019 elections.
Working with community media in support of our elections work-
Community radio talk shows.   
Election Observer mission – training and deployment of observers,
engagement with the IEC.

The elections program included:  
 

Above: DDP civic educators at the first
civic education training 

Above: Delegates at a DDP community
dialogue

DDP as a key role player in Civil Society's implementation of civic education in the KZN
region. 

1.1  DDP Role in the 2019 General  Elections
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IMPACT

A political party engagement with more

than 12 political party representatives

from different political parties that were

contesting the 2019 elections. This

engagement was held on the 29th March

2019.

A multiparty dialogue in partnership

with the Pietermaritzburg Agency for

Community Social Action (PACSA).

Since the beginning of 2019, DDP has held

several significant engagements with

political parties/ representatives in the

KwaZulu Natal province. Though most of

them were geared towards preparing South

African Citizens for the election, some

were based on capacitating and educating

political parties.

 

 

 

 

Above: Youth at a multiparty  dialogue in
Pietermaritzburg earlier this year.

Above: Delegates at the DDP Multiparty
Dialogue in Durban

a )  W o r k i n g  w i t h  p o l i t i c a l  p a r t i e s  –  i n  p r e p a r a t i o n  f o r
t h e  2 0 1 9  e l e c t i o n s

The main objective of these engagements was firstly to familiarize political parties with the
work of the organization, and to find out what forms of capacity building they require as they
prepared for the 2019 National and Provincial elections.
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My journey with the Democracy
Development Program (DDP)

 

I’m Kamala Thomas, known to many as

Pops Thomas, anactive citizen, a

humanitarian, one who loves her country

and all who lives in it. 

 

Participating in the DDP's programs,

dialogues, workshops, forums, etc has

helped shape my thinking and awareness

of myself as a citizen and as a human

being. My first training workshop was a

Facilitator Workshop. Where a few of us

were taught on how to be a facilitator and

how to facilitate meetings, workshops etc. 

 

What stood out for me and kept me glued

to wanting to participate more in DDP's

events, was learning the dynamics and the

art of conversation and discovering

myself and my input in this world starting

with ME. Yes, the 'I' factor. How I can

make a difference in my community and

my country. 

 

 The knowledge gained from the various
political forums, conversations,
Dialogue, training workshops steered my
path into the political arena. It helped
me to be on political platforms with
leaders from other political parties and
work together for the benefit of the
community and country.
 

Pops Thomas – Member of the African Christian Democratic Party (ACDP)
Political party and an Active citizen!

i .        I m p a c t  S t o r i e s  o f  o u r  w o r k  w i t h  p o l i t i c a l
p a r t i e s .

Above: Pops Thomas at the DDP Public Forum
held in Diakonia Center.

Above: Pops Thomas During a Q&A
session at a DDP conference

Thank you DDP for empowering me by

investing in me and challenging me as a

citizen to become An Active Concerned
Citizen  who will not wait for something

to happen but ever ready to make it

happen or get on board with making it

happen.



Vedan is a community activist whose focus

is youth development in societies

particularly the upliftment of poor and

disadvantaged communities. 

 

In 2018, he won the by-elections, taking

the title of ward 74 councilor for the

African National Congress in Chatsworth.

Formerly Vedan was an Attorney for the

Legal Resources Center in Durban. 

 

According to this Durban based youngest

councilor, he is actively involved in one of

the largest organizations in the world,

Green Peace and Africa Unite, which

educate people on their constitutional

rights. 

 

In 2019, Vedan Vedan describes how the

relationship he had with Civil Society

Organizations, particularly, the Democracy

Development Program helped him build his

career as a politician.

 

 “I worked with DDP a lot when I was still at

LRC, as a participant, co-facilitator and

speaker. We worked together doing

dialogues and workshops in different

communities around the Durban area”, he

said.
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Previn Vedan - Human Rights Lawyer and Chatsworth Ward 71 ANC Cllr .

He added that the most important lesson
he learnt as a community leader and as a
young politician regarding active
citizenship, is that it is very valuable to
those you serve to be easily accessible,
to be always available for your
community at their time of need.
 
 “Attending DDP Public forums and
workshops have educated me,both as a
lawyer and an active citizen. I believe
that DDP citizen engagementprogram is
one of the most essential drivers of
change in communities, whichensures
that citizens are educated on how to be
involved with their communityleaders”,
said Vedan.
 

Above: Chatsworth Ward 71 ANC Cllr
Previn Vedan
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b )     W o r k i n g  w i t h  c o m m u n i t y  m e d i a  i n  s u p p o r t  o u r  e l e c t i o n s
w o r k

The role of the media during the entire electoral process is to ensure that voters make
informed choices. The coverage of candidates, parties and electoral processes is in pursuit of

this central purpose.
Principal roles of the media in elections are defined as follows:

The media are required to provide relevant information, analyse it and additionally offer substantive
opinions to the public, while also serving as a platform for debate and discussion. Furthermore, the

media shall fulfill their watchdog role by promoting transparency and thus preventing electoral
fraud.

 

The media have a duty to provide election

coverage that gives the voter

comprehensive, accurate and reliable

information on all aspects of the electoral

process. 

 

This information will also help to ensure

that the voters know and understand

their democratic rights and exercise them

free from fear, intimidation or coercion.

 

Since 1993, DDP worked tirelessly to

build a culture of human rights and

entrench democratic principles through

its programs and various initiatives. 

 

The organization has always dared to

project into the unpopular and dangerous

terrain of inviting policy makers,

lawmakers, protagonists, antagonists as

well as members of the public to share

their ideas and insights in an open, equal

and conducive platform.

 

The community radio platform was

identified as one of the key and very

strategic conduit for reaching ordinary

citizens of the country, due to their

nature and character of being community

oriented. 

The DDP has over the years developed

very intimate and mutually beneficial

partnerships with community radio

stations. The partnerships have grown

immensely over the years and our

interventions have greatly contributed

towards elevating the status of community

radio stations as platforms for critical

engagement.

Above: DDP Senior Programs
Officer with colleagues at

Highway Radio studios in Durban 
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The purpose of this project is to inform,

educate and engage listeners on issues

such as democracy, economic justice, and

local governance based on the principles of

good governance and values enshrined in

the Constitution, the Provincial Growth,

the Development Plan and National

Development Plan.

 

In 2019, we have worked with the

following community radio stations:

Inanda FM; Intokozo FM; Vibe FM; iTheku

FM; Radio Khwezi FM; Siyathuthuka FM;

Highway Radio; Izwi Lomzansi FM;

Umgungundlovu FM; and Maputaland

Radio.

 

Community media remains one of the

forces that is entrusted with the task of

keeping communities intact and engaged

on many different aspects of life, due to its

nature and mandate, as stipulated by the

Independent Broadcasting Authority Act

(IBA 153 0f 1993). However, for the past

few years there have been concerns

surrounding the operation of community

media, with the questions on its

independence and mandate being raised.

 

It is against this background that in

between the work with community on the

promotion of active citizenship and civic

education, the DDP conducted its first

annual Media Summit. The summit was

hosted in Durban at the Marine Parade

Hotel on the 13-14 August 2019.

 

The two-day event saw media

practitioners, student journalists,

academics, civil society organizations and

community members come together to

 

 explore issues affecting community

media at grassroots level; and seeking

long term solutions to unravel them

through discussions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The aim of this conference was to build

active and sustainable relationships

between the media and the civil society. 

 

With media Guru and Caxton Professor at

the University of Witwaterand Journalism

department, Prof Anton Harber; eNCA’s

and DDP Board Member, Nickolaus Bauer;

National Community Radio Forum

(NCRF)’s Simon Ntsele; and Zukiswa Potje

from the Media Development and

Diversity Agency (MDDA); 
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Above:  Former DDP Programs Coordinator,
Sthembiso Madlala, representing the Civil

society perspective at the DDP Media Summit.

Left: DDP Board Member
Nickolaus Bauer at the DDP

Media Summit 
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Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA),
Durban University of Technology (DUT Journalism); academics, and
private institutions of higher learning, the conversation tapped into
the Fourth Industrial revolution as part of the solution to some of
the issues, media experts are convinced that community media
should also look into investing more on technology in order to
thrive. 
 
The work done with the media including community media
comprises of the analysis done by the DDP in-house political analyst,
Brian Mhlongo in various  radio stations, both community and
mainstream media including the analysis on the ANC manifestos,
prior to the 2019 elections aired on the SABC news channel. We
have also sent our Associate Facilitators to deliver meaningful radio
programs, since they are close to the communities we work with.

c ) .  W o r k i n g  w i t h  t h e  I n d e p e n d e n t  E l e c t o r a l  C o m m i s s i o n

Since the dawn of democracy in South Africa, the

commission has had a very good relationship with

civil society organizations in the country and in the

province, particularly KZN dating back up to the

period, even prior the 1994 elections. DDP was

one of the anchor organizations for the

forum that was established in the province to

oversee the work that was done in preparation for

the elections.

 

So it made sense that when IEC was preparing for

the first democratic elections, worked with a

forum of civil society organizations that brought

together all organizations from a variety of space

within civil society, but the dominant ones were

those linked to churches, like the Council

of Churches as well as organizations like DDP that

were quite well established in the province 

The Independent Electoral Commission is a permanent body created by the Constitution to manage free and fair
elections at all levels of government. Although publicly funded and accountable to parliament, the commission is

independent of the state.
 

Above: IEC's Communication Liaison Thabani
Ngwira and Provincial Electoral Officer of IEC
KZN,  Mawethu Mosery at the DDP'S media

briefing.

Above: DDP's Sphamandla
Mhlongo giving an anlysis during

the ANC manisfesto launch  on
SABC News.
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They came together and they formed a forum

that decided to work on 3 areas, election

observation, violence monitoring and voter

education.  

 

Since then, the relationship has been good, and

when the IEC was approached by funders who

wanted to enhance SA’s electoral democracy

program, the commission then referred them to

the forum. 

 

It has been a standing arrangement since then,

and even in these very last elections IEC worked

with the forum. The forum was still doing the

work that they were doing before, in terms of

encouraging citizen participation in electoral

processes, but more election observation during

the elections itself.

DDP  ANNUAL  REPORT  20 1 9

Above: IEC Manager, Ntomb'futhi Masinga
with DDP Communications Officer in a

meeting

Voter Participation in 2019 elections
 In an interview with DDP Communications Officer,

Ntomb’futh Masinga, IEC Manager: Electoral

Operations, said that one can never tell whether

the electorate have a full appreciation of what it

means to vote.

 

“The contracts that you sign with political parties

for the next 5 years. On our side, our key

responsibility is getting people on a voters roll and

making sure they vote on elections. 

 

However, we do have programs outside of

elections where we continuously engage with

communities where we encourage them to engage

structures of government at different levels to

make sure that the elected officials remain

accountable”, said Masinga.

 

That is the work that is primarily driven in the

public space by the civil society organizations like

DDP, so the commission can only hope, 

because they do not know when people vote,
whether they know what they are doing, or they
are just putting an X. Organizations like the DDP,
and others in the civil society space, are a better
place, because they have a much more
comprehensive citizen participation program,
outside of elections who can then gauge whether
they think people know what they are doing.
 
“On our side we see service delivery protests,
and all sorts of actions that takes place in 
 

communities. What it tells us is that people might
not be quite aware of the avenues that are
available for them to voice their grievance
around elected officials.  As the commission, we
have programs in place, to educate the electorate
about the importance of voting”, she added. 
 
According to  Masinga, the 2019 elections had a
fair number of observer missions, violence
monitoring and voter education programs
spearheaded by the DDP and other
organizations. These include Electoral Institute
for Sustainable Democracy in Africa (EISA),
Southern African Development Community
(SADEC), United Nations, Guests of the
Commission as well as 50 Domestic Observers.
 



Following a spade of violent clashes between

African migrants and locals in the past few

weeks, which has seen people chaos emerge in the

Gauteng province and other parts of KwaZulu-

Natal; DDP in conjunction the Institute for Justice

and Reconciliation (IJR) hosted the second annual

social cohesion conference aimed at building a

socially cohesive society and strengthen unity

among citizens through dialogical engagements.

 

The event was held at the Marine Parade Hotel on

the 11-12  September 2019. The conference was

supported by various civil society organizations

such as Africa Unite, PACSA and Diakonia.

This was followed by a mini-conference on the 19

September,at Ikhaya Lodge in Cape Town, 

 

According to these partnering organizations, the

conference was aimed at delving deeper

into probing underlying causes of entrenched

intolerance in the country.  

 

The conference focused on identity, one of the

factors that continue to place the country at the tip

of an iceberg due to its complexity. In South Africa

since the apartheid era, there has been entrenched

classism, racism, and many other forms of

intolerance between citizens.
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1.2.   Promoting  Social   Cohesion Through 
Partnerships 

The scourge of violent outbursts against
African migrants and gender-based violence
that have sparked alarm since August has left
the nation reeling in frustrations and calling for
intervention from the government. 
 

Among questions that framed the social
cohesion conference were, whether democracy
and its institutions has entrenched or repaired
citizens’ different divisions; and how the nation
can rebuild trust, across all divides that has
kept it divided.
 

Some of the recommendations made included
starting at home and in the community, building
and promoting robust relationships before
preaching the word of ‘social cohesion’ to the
whole nation.
 

Above: Panelists at the Social Cohesion
Conference, from left; Blessing Nyuswa,
Jais Mbewe, Mbuso Shobede and Jenny-

Boyce Hlongwa

Left: Panelists at the Social Cohesion Conference,
from left; Dr Paul Kariuki, Prof Paulous Zulu and

Bishop Rubin Philip. 



There is an increasing tendency to think of

students as customers rather than citizens

who take part in decision-making and

other processes that affect them. Students

have taken the direction of protesting as a

way of being heard in tertiary spaces, this

is since platforms of engagement between

students and university/ college

management are limited. 

 

Another issue is that tertiary education

environment is highly segregated in terms

of race, gender, economics and political

position status. Therefore, making it

difficult for students to interact. 

 

The lack of platforms for students to

engage has resulted in their lack of

interest to participate in democratic

processes and developmental related

issues outside the university/ college

space. Evidence of this has been witnessed

through the lack of participation by young

people in this year’s National and

Provincial Elections.  It is important for us

as the Democracy Development Program

to hold the space through conducting

students’ dialogues in the tertiary space.

 

This is to ensure that students are

activated enough to participate in

democratic processes, which the most

important one at this point would be the

upcoming 2021 Local Government

Elections.
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1.3.        Youth in Democracy
Activating Responsible citizenship among students  in tertiary institutions.

 

Above: Tertiary students at a dialogue held at MUT 
student resident. 

Through the organizations hosting of the

4th Annual Youth Indaba in June this

year. The conference was for and by

young people; including the Civic

Education Dialogues, facilitated by

DDP’s Associate Facilitator Jais Mbewe

at the Mangosuthu University of

Technology (MUT) Student residents. 

 

Hosting the above interventions has

showed that young people are hungry for

information and whilst some already

have obtained the information they are

willing to listen and participate. 

 

 

 

 

 

Above: Dr Paul Kariuki with DDP board member
Lukhona Mnguni and KAS Rep SA, Henning Suhr  at

the DDP  Youth Indaba in Durban. 
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It is against this backdrop that the

organization saw fit to grow this

area of work. DDP has a planned for

the next year to work and expand

the partnerships with Tvet colleges

in the UGU District South

ofKwaZulu-Natal.

 

The outcome of this work will be: 

The students will gain interest in

participating in democratic

processes outside the university/

college space, and these spaces will

include the voting process,

participating in general community

meetings and war room meetings

etc.

 

 

Above: Young people came out in numbers to attend
the DDP's 4th Annual Youth Indaba at Marine

Parade,Garden Court.

1.4.  Re-imagining Public Participation and
Accountability

It is common knowledge that South

Africa has contained in its Constitution

and in its legislative framework public

participation in governance, particularly

local governance as a Right. In giving

effect to this right, it established a

regulatory framework that supports

Supply-driven accountability.

 

This is in the Integrated Development

Plan (IDPs), Imbizos, ward general

meetings, stakeholder mediums that are

provided for in law as part of local

government planning. Government has

very little mechanisms for Demand-

driven accountability.
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Above: Speakers at the Pre-Local
Governmnet Roundtable held in PMB,

with DDP Executive Director Dr. Kariuki
and Afesis Corplan's Nonthando

Ngamlana
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The dysfunction in local government

and the rampant mismanagement of

public resources in ways that

undermine basic service delivery

demands that citizens get involved in

local governance, not just in planning,

but also in oversight and monitoring.

The existing mechanisms for citizen

participation in local governance were

never designed to achieve this kind of

oversight. 

 

The complex compliance framework in

local government also limits officials

from embarking in and facilitating this

kind of citizen engagement. Local

government is therefore at a crossroad.

There are reforms necessary in the way

public participation has been envisaged

and how it has been regulated. 

 

There are several examples emerging

where civil society organizations have

been testing new models of accountable

local governance, placing citizens at the

heart of oversight and accountability.

 

There are several government-driven  

service delivery monitoring

mechanisms where government is

attempting to locate service consumers

at the center of monitoring and

evaluation.

 

 

However, these are few and far below and

there has not been a conscious attempt to

pull these together and to draw lessons in

ways that inform our practice and policy

reforms.

 

The Democracy Development Program

(DDP), Konrad Adenauer Foundation

(KAS) in partnership with the Afesis-

Corplan (a vibrant and dynamic NGO

situated in East London, in the Eastern

Cape) hosted a two-day roundtable

conversation in discussion of the above-

mentioned concrete issues at the

Southern Sun Hotel in Pietermaritzburg.

 

The specific project objective of the Local

Government roundtable was to establish

citizens participation channels in Local

Government processes. Through the

recent corruption reports South Africa is

and has been struggling to curb

corruption at local government level,

simply because the public is not located

at the center of oversight and

accountability in ways that are creative

and meaningful.

 

This engagement was attended by almost

90 participants who came from the

Durban area, Pietermaritzburg and the

Eastern Cape.

 



The conversation was facilitated by

DDP’s Senior Programs Officer, Brian

Mhlongo with DDP partner, Nontobeko

Nazo of Umgungundlovu FM. 

 

Corporate Executive at the Auditor

General's (AG’s) office Vanuja Maharaj

addressed civil society organizations

on the issues facing local government.

According to Afesis-corplan Executive

Director Nontando Ngamlana the

roundtable came at a time when the

office of the Auditor-General of South

African has just released a report

stating that two-third of South Africa’s

municipalities are dysfunctional.

 

Looking at how the public sector is

audited; how resources are being spent

and whether the spending comply with

legislation or not, Maharaj said that in

all the reports that the office issue, the

“annual irregular expenditure report

receives a fair amount of attention” in

the country.

 

Other speakers included: Dr Paul

Kariuki, DDP Executive Director; Riana

Meiring from Makana Municipality in

Grahamstown in the Eastern Cape;

Adv. Reuben Baatjies and Nqabakazi

Mathe.  
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Above: Corporate Executive at the Auditor
General's (AG’s) office Vanuja Maharaj, with
colleagues at the Pre-LG Roundtable in PMB.

This roundtable will be followed
by a National Government
Conference to be hosted in

Durban in partnership with the
University of KwaZulu Natal

(UKZN).

Above: Delegates at the DDP ; PACSA and Afesi-
Corplan roudtable in PMB.
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The objectives of this program are to

provide citizens with a transformational

space where they can engage together

with civil society organizations about

matters that openly affect our democratic

release. 

 

In these spaces we bring together experts

such as policy makers and political

analysts to inform and educate citizens

about democracy with the intention to

mobilize and activate further

conversations in their respective

communities. 

 

DDP mobilize citizens on issues of poor

governance, corruption and or the abuse

of state power. We provide these spaces

(public forums, dialogues, radio dramas

and talk shows) to create political

awareness among citizens and to

construct a solid platform for CSO’ to

hold those in power to account, as well as

to give a safe space for engagement on

critical issues to ensure a diverse culture

of democracy and human rights.

 

Since the beginning of 2019, DDP has

deployed, as part its core strategy,

several interventions linked with

engaging the society through content-rich

facilitated dialogues.
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1 . 5 .    C i t i z e n  E n g a g e m e n t  P r o g r a m

Mobilizing citizens and creating spaces for engagement on local governance matters in
various communities across KZN  through community dialogues and political forums.

 

Political forums.
-Post SONA Forum – Durban (February

2019 and Cape Town (March 2019))

The president of the Republic of South

Africa delivers the State of the Nation

Address every year. 

 

  

This is intended to accompany citizens

and communities to achieve their full

human potential through creating,

facilitating and fostering spaces for

critical dialogue and change.

 

Above: Delegates at a community Dialogue
held in Isipingo, Durban
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Expert Political Analysts are invited to

unpack and analyse the speech s for civil

society and ordinary citizens.

 

These engagements took place in Durban

and in the Mother City, Cape Town in

partnership with My Vote Counts and

the Institute for Justice and

Reconciliation.

 

Other engagements included:
-Citizen Activism Dialogue in

partnership with the Centre for Creative

Arts

-Post Elections Forum

-Women’s Forum on the 07th August in

commemoration of Imbokodo month.
 

 

 Local Government dialogues
Local government is the sphere of

government closest to the people. Many

basic services are delivered by local

municipalities and local ward councilors

are the politicians closest to

communities. Organizations that play an

activist and/or developmental role

should understand how local

government works and how to influence

it.

 

The South African government has clear

policies that local municipalities and

councilors should be sensitive to

community views and responsive to local

problems.

Above: delegates at a DDP Public Forum held at
Elangeni Hotel in Durban. 

Partnerships should be built between

civil society and local government to

address local issues. Several laws outline

participation processes that

municipalities must use to consult the

community.

 

The work undertaken by DDP and its

partners in 2019, has created meaningful

inroads in dealing with the various myths

that exist around participating in the

work of local government and how

people can influence this work. Further,

our work has begun to create meaningful

partnerships between communities and

their local political leadership and

officials from institutions.

 

The work of DDP in relation to this

sphere of work, is intended to-
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To increase participants

understanding of how the municipality

functions;

To bring together different municipal

stakeholders to enable them to

understand each other’s roles and

responsibilities and how to work

together;

Enable participants to collectively

identify challenges facing the

municipality and its people and come

out with practical solutions to these

challenges;

To promote public participation;

To encourage a different method of

engaging at community level.

achieve the following objectives:

 

In 2019, the Democracy Development

Program has conducted 16 Local

Government Dialogues in the following

areas in KwaZulu Natal: Inanda and

Ntuzuma area; Klaarwater and KwaSanti

area; Dassenhoek and Hillcrest,

Pinetown area; Umlazi area;

Pietermaritzburg; Ndwedwe and in the

Durban Metropolitan. All these

interventions were carried out by our

civic educators and associate facilitators

who are based in these communities.
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Civic Education Dialogues

DDP’s outreach wing of associate

facilitators has come into their own, as

they have started to convene a number

of different dialogues around the

greater eThekwini area, both as a means

to prepare citizens to engage in the

elections, but also to ensure that the

community’s immediate developmental

needs were adequately talked about.

 

The subject matter covered at each of

the engagements varied in terms of the

area-specific needs identified by the

civic educators. The targeted group for

the civic education dialogues were the

general public/community members, this

initiative was not limited to a certain age

or gender.  There seems to be a growing

interest among young people and women

in attending DDP programs.

Above: Delegates at a community dialogue.

More than 25 dialogues were conducted

by DDP in partnership with the

Associates Facilitators using Democracy

and education material from DDP.
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i. Emerging Relationship with the KZN Provincial Legislature

Through engaging with the legislature,

the DDP hopes to create opportunities

for communities to better access the

spaces for decision-making, and to offer

both officials and politicians associated

with the legislature, an opportunity to

engage more frequently with

community’s lived-experiences, in

particular relating to the impact of the

laws being debated and created in

parliament, on the growth and

development of those communities. 

 

Mr Nkosentsha Khumalo,  Senior

Manager at KZN Legislature, has

featured regularly in some of our

programming this year. He reflects on

the work and relationship with DDP as

follows: 

 

“We have had a fruitful relationship with

DDP through our public participation unit

in the KZN Legislature. We are just

emerging from a strategic planning with the

leadership of the KZN Leg, and in that plan,

there are 4 things that came up, high on the

agenda is the closing gap between

government and communities.  And that

means the legislature is going to investigate

expanding its strategic stakeholder

database, creation  of formidable

As part of our intention to increase our impact and value in the governance space, the DDP has, over the course
of 2019, engaged with the KwaZulu Natal provincial legislature towards building a relationship in pursuit of

democratic ideals such as public participation in
law-making.

 

 partnerships with civil society

organizations, including vulnerable groups

and youth is one of those groups.  Our

review is going to sit strongly on civil

society, and DDP is one of those important

organizations that we are going to be

working with in upcoming projects.”

Above: Nkosentsha Khumalo, Senior Manager
at KZN Legislature, Chairing a session at the

DDP | Afesis Corplan Local Government
roundtable 



CSOs to enhance their participation in

relevant provincial legislative

oversight and public participation

processes that increase community

voice in provincial government;

As this relationship and aspect of our

work begins to grow, the DDP hopes to

enable:

 

1.

 

2.  Members of Provincial Legislatures                           

(MPLs) and Portfolio Committee staff to

increase their awareness of the value of

public participation and oversight in

good governance and strong

democracies;   

 

3. Both CSOs and MPLs collaboratively

to nurture relationships between the

legislatures, civil society, and

communities to increased engagement

and responsiveness on pressing issues.
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Above: Nkosentsha Khumalo from the KZN
Legislature with DDP Executive Director Dr

Paul Kariuki .

Above: PACSA Director Mrs. Nqabakazi Mathe, at the PMB Roundtable. 
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1 . 6 .  C i v i l  S o c i e t y  S t r e n g t h e n i n g  a n d  C a p a c i t y
B u i l d i n g  P r o g r a m

Strengthening civil society advocacy capacities to engage the state and regional governments (capacity
building in relation to enhancing civil society’s political sharpness to hold the state accountable)

 

The accompaniment model is about

“walking” together with a Democracy

Development Program (DDP) partner in

their work and journey as they serve

their constituents. 

 

It aims at strengthening our mutual

organizational capacities of engaging our

constituents meaningfully,

acknowledging our diversity of

approaches in building engaged

communities and that our collective

efforts and organizational expertise,

enables the co-creation of hopeful

communities and ultimately a society

that allows every citizen including

organizations to achieve their full

potential regardless of our resource

level.

 

This program contributes to the

development of an effective and united

voice of civil society in Kwa-Zulu Natal,

through supporting and capacitating the

civil society organizations from rural,

township and urban environments.

Under this program, the DDP has

managed to create lasting relationships

with communities.

Marketing and PR for NPO’s

News Verification workshop 

Succession Planning workshop

NPO Ethical and Legal Compliance

workshop

Strategic Planning Workshop

Financial Management for NPO’s

Income Tax and Compliance workshop

for NPO’s 

Since the start of 2019, DDP has

provided 10  capacity building

workshops in partnership with our

funder, the Konrad Adenauer Stiftung:

 

 

Above: delegates at the DDP Capacity
building workshop held at Onomo

Hotel, earlier this year
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Better Report Writing workshop for

NPO’s 

Advocacy and Lobbying Workshop 

Social Entrepreneurship workshop 

 

 

Above: DDP capacity Building workshop held
at Onomo Hotel

IMPACT 

i.  Some of our partners attributed their resilience based on this
partnership, gaining momentum in their communities, here are some

stories of impact.
 

DDP, it's been a journey – Easlyn Young,
Member of ACDP Political party and an

active citizen!

Above: DDP Partner, Easlyn Young 

DDP presents to community, the vehicle

for change and sustained transformation,

through a mindset shift, with a ripple

effect through society, one person at a

time; towards real democracy with

consultations and consensus as its

hallmark.
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Easlyn Young is a Teacher, Community

Activist: Sports Administrator;

Swimming Instructor and Coach; Project

Management; Ward Committee Member:

'Youth, Gender & Vulnerable Persons'.

"The desire accomplished is sweet to the

soul..." Proverbs 13: 19

 

The DDP is very strategic in its

training; bringing understanding is what

makes one outstanding in efforts to

make a difference. The methodology,

through conversation, is a gentle,

non-conflictive approach to assisting one

to be flexible; shift because you

can; change your mind if you see the

need to.

 

The DDP role in preparing a core group

to lead in the various sectors is crucial

for growing civil society. 

DDP taught me to ask the question:

WHAT IF? To get the answer, I needed

people in the room to have a

conversation; reimagine and rewrite

their story. So, the pathway towards

democracy development in community

began. 

 

I place on record THANKS to the DDP,

the Funding Foundation and ALL Role

Players for the work that is channeled

through this operation.

 

Special mention of Dr. Rama Naidu, who

initially invited me and facilitated me to

understanding Me, so that I now enjoy

working in communities and with

communities.

 

Dr. Paul Karuiki, I thank You for the

seamless transition from Dr Naidu's era.

Heartfelt gratitude for the sustained

communication, dialogue, training and

impact. God bless you and your staff

members at DDP,  
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 Changing lives with the DDP
methodology!

Nomthandazo Mbothwe – DDP Associate/

Civic education facilitator and an active

citizen

Mbothwe's Journey with the Democracy

Development Program (DDP) began in

2018 when she was introduced by a

friend and she fell in love with how DDP

work to impact communities.

Above: DDP Associate Facilitator, Nomthandazo
Mbothwe 

Since DDP has become her greatest

inspiration she then decided to start her

own Non-Profit Organization(NPO) (UM-

AFRIKAKAZI) which focuses on women

empowerment, women health issues, and

women in economic development.  She

has now managed to host her first

dialogue on the 31st of August 2019 that

was held in Killarney Hotel at the

Mangosuthu University of Technology 

 (MUT) student residence. 

 

The dialogue was a huge turnout she

alsomanaged to provide sanitary pads to

all students that attended the dialogue.

She is now looking forward to a fruitful

and inspiring journey of changing lives

with DDP.

This has always been her dream to

impact communities especially youth.

She then got inspired to pursue her

dreams, she got more than what she

bargained for and her growth increased

as she continued attending DDP

conferences. Her potential was indeed

ignited, she learnt about true advocacy,

learnt to speak in front of number of

people and learnt to interact with

different people.  

 

Her highlight with DDP was when she

attended the capacity building workshop

on 2018 in Horwick where is learnt more

about building communities from inside

out, as well as to how to interact with

communities. She also learnt to write

funding proposals correctly.  

 

She also attended a stakeholder’s

engagements which assisted her more to

have a better and a formal way of

engaging with different stakeholders. 

 The capacity building that was held in

Horwick completely changed her life not

only as a facilitator but also as a citizen

of South Africa.
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SECTION C 

2. OTHER DDP PROJECTS 



The FHR project was implemented using

social  dialogues that brought together

foreign nationals living in the KwaZulu

Natal province, South Africa and South

Africans to shift the negative image

through their own narratives.

 

Through this project 6 community based

dialogues were conducted in different

townships in the KZN region. 

 

With +/- 250 participants who attended

the dialogues, the project brought a

significant relationship between the DDP,

civil society, migrant community and

government departments. 

 

All these stakeholders played an

important role in enabling this project to

realize its objectives. 

 

The project has heightened the target

group’s consciousness and level of

awareness of the importance of active

participation in their own communities

towards addressing the challenges that

they are facing.
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 OTHER FUNDED PROJECTS 

2 . 1 .  H u m a n  R i g h t s  A w a r e n e s s  P r o j e c t s  b y
F o u n d a t i o n  f o r  H u m a n  R i g h t s  ( F H R )  .   

Human rights knowledge deficit has been

identified as the main contributor to their

present condition,especially given the

escalating incidences of gender-based

violence in the visited communities.

Above: Facilitator, Mbuso Shobede
facilitating the FHR dialogue in

Isipingo, Durban
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2.2.  Partners in Transformation Project by: Charles
Stewart MOTT Foundation

Impact of our work with Civil Society and Traditional Leadership in co-governing localities. 
 

Since the DDP has gained invaluable

experience over the years of co-creating

platforms that are co-owned by both

citizens, civil society organizations,

traditional leaders and municipal

officials, it has been able to create

meaningful engagement platforms

such as community workshops through

the project Partners in Transformation

(PIT).  

 

Different key stakeholders from various

sectors, represented in a locality, came

together to engage with each other

respectfully on matters of importance

about their own wards and

municipalities. 

 

This experience has aided the

organization in navigating the

challenging political terrain in KwaZulu

Natal province.

 

As part of this work, the organization has

been involved in building and restoring

partnerships between communities and

their local municipalities towards a

shared vision for local governance in the

various areas, under our program called:

Partners in

Transformation.

 

This program was implemented in three

municipalities in KwaZulu Natal

province, namely KwaMaphumulo,

Ndwendwe and Kwadukuza Municipality

 

which fall under the Ilembe District

Municipality. There are four local

municipalities that constitute iLembe

District Municipality.

 

These local municipalities are, Mandeni,

KwaDukuza, Ndwedwe and Maphumulo.

ILembe District is made up of 45

Traditional Authority areas where

settlement is controlled by

Traditional Authorities according to a

traditional system of land allocation by

the iNkosi to the families of his tribe.

Above: DDP Partner and associate facilitator
conducting a PIT Workshop at KwaDukuza

earlier this year.  

According to Community Development

Worker (CDW) in the Ndwedwe Local

Municipality, Bright Dlamini the

intervention positively affected the

power dynamics in the area, which

assists to build strong partnerships



among stakeholders differently and need

to be considered while conceptualizing

projects for mitigation.

 

She further states that “Such

engagements, particularly in partnership

with civil society organizations such as

DDP, are very useful in helping us to try

and benchmark our community

engagement processes. 

 

The ways in which we convene

communities and report on it, seems to

focus too much on the numbers and not

as much on the quality and uptake- and

then we ask ourselves why people are

protesting so much!”

 

This understanding enabled collective

response towards community challenges

and they were able to engage with each

other to find solutions that were

mutually developed and agreed upon,

thereby harnessing accountability

amongst them.

 

As DDP, we intend to honor and grow

these partnerships through targeted

interventions targeted at the political

leadership structures of the various

communities, in addition to building

stronger, and more sustained

partnerships with the local traditional

authorities. Targeting these centers of

power will enable communities and other

stakeholders to better understand how

to engage one another towards building

prosperous communities.
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Above: Delegate at the PIT intervention at
Umkhambathini Municipality 

The DDP’s intervention and interaction
with municipality stakeholders within
the cited areas through the PIT
programs are meant to improve a
culture of public participation while at
the same time creating safe and useful
spaces for local stakeholders to
interact, engage, hold each other
accountable and acknowledge each
other’s roles and responsibilities
towards sustainable service delivery
and integrated development.

Above: Delegates at a PIT intervention at
KwaDukuza, North KZN 
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SECTION D 

3. ON THE MOVE!
DDP HIGHLIGHTS 
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This section highlights the achievements of the organisation for 2019. Using our theme of the year, DDP has
managed to grow its footprint, largely in the KZN province, nationally and regionally (African continent) not only to 
become one of the most relevant and robust civil society organisation, but to build a cadre of communities that are

active and can hold those in power to account.

DDP HIGHLIGHTS 

AFRICAN POLICY CIRCLE AND DDP’s
PARTICIPATION
 

The African Policy Circle (APC) is a policy forum,

comprised of civil society organizations and think

tanks from Southern and Eastern Africa. It was

founded in 2013, supported technically and

financially by the Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung

(KAS Berlin) and the Global Public Policy

Institute (GPPi). It’s goal is to strengthen Sub-

Saharan voices in the global, continental, regional

and national development debates through

critical reflection and innovative ideas.  

 

The DDP is one of the founding member

organizations of the forum and has remained an

active contributor by way active participation in

the discussions whenever they are hosted as well

as publishing articles based on selected themes

as guided by the forum membership. The

organization has expanded its partnership

network across the Eastern and Southern Africa,

by connecting with other like-minded civil society

organizations doing similar work as DDP on the

continent.

3 . 1 .  R e g i o n a l  C i v i c  E d u c a t i o n  P r o m o t i o n
t h r o u g h  P a r t n e r s h i p s  

Above: DDP staff  with Partner, Dr Musyoka at
the civil society roundtable in Johannesburg

earlier this year

Above: DDP Executive Director Dr. Kariuki
at an APC event in Malawi
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SOUTHERN AFRICA CIVIC EDUCATION
COALITION AND DDP’s PARTICIPATION
 

In 2018, three national civil society

organizations based in Lesotho and Malawi

respectively in partnership with DDP

hosted an inaugural civic education conference in

Pretoria, South Africa. The

delegates included NGOs providing civic

education in the region as well as

civic education practitioners from the Southern

Africa region. 

 

The inaugural conference was an opportunity for

the delegates to explore what civic education

interventions look like in the SADC region. This

year, the network hosted its

second annual conference, hosted alongside the

Eastern and Southern African civil society

networks conference in Kenya. The conference

sought to explore the various methodologies and

approaches used by civic organizations in various

countries and to explore how understand civic

education is understood in their countries.

 

The DDP presented its democracy and civic

education work at the conference and was well

received by the delegates in attendance. The

DDP will be hosting the 3rd Annual conference in

Durban next year.

Left: DDP Executive Director Dr. Paul
Kariuki at a Civic Education Coalition

Conference  in Johannesburg.

Above: DDP Senior Programs Officer,
Brian Mhlongo at the Eastern and

Southern African civil society networks
conference in Kenya
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3 . 2 . P o l i t i c a l  P a r t i e s  S u m m i t  o n  E l e c t o r a l
I s s u e s  i n  S o u t h  A f r i c a  a n d  A f r i c a .  

As 24 countries across Africa will be holding elections this year, the Democracy
Development Program in partnership with Konrad Adenauer Stiftung and My Vote
Counts hosted a political summit aimed at exploring electoral accountability in an

African context.

The DDP with My Vote Counts’ two-day event

held at Elangeni Hotel in Durban on July 10 saw

parliamentary members from various countries

as representatives, the youth, activists and civil

society organizations come together to tackle

pertinent issues concerning elections and

electoral accountability in Africa.

 

This summit was aimed at discussing elections

and alternate mechanisms of accountability and

reform after elections as opposed to the past,

where elections are often discussed after ballots

have been cast, according to DDP.

 

In South Africa alone, political tensions have

been a major issue over the past years. Last year,

the former premier of KwaZulu-Natal Willies

Mchunu released a report which investigated the

killings. It found “serious weaknesses” in the

criminal justice and intelligence systems, which

contributed to the fact that most perpetrators of

these conspiracies and murders never face

justice. In its discussion, the summit raised a

question of accountability and how it could be

effected.

According to Denis Kadima, the Executive

Director of the Electoral Institute for Sustainable

Democracy in Africa (EISA), there are several

approaches to exploring accountability and who

should be held accountable and how.

 

Meanwhile the discourse was more centered

around electoral accountability and its dynamics,

young people raised concerns about electoral

illiteracy in a South African context among young

people.

Above: Country representatives at the DDP
Political Summit held in Durban on July 10-11

2019



 

The chief executive of the Independent Electoral

Commission Sy Mamabolo said strides had been

made to educate people about electoral

processes, however, it was time for a different

approach such as  integration of civic education

with the formal schooling curriculum.

 

“Voter education needs to be integrated with the

curriculum at schools, and that civic

consciousness will address the type of attitude

that citizens must have on matters of elections.

 

But, that civic consciousness is broader than just

elections. It’s about how one interprets the

political system and how does one engage with

public participation processes amongst other

things,” he said.  Among parliamentary delegation

representing the different countries were a

Somalian Commissioner, members of parliament

from Lesotho and Tanzania; and other

representatives from Kenya, Malawi and Nigeria.

These are some of the countries whose elections

over the years have stirred a lot of controversy

due to its power dynamics, violence and fraud

allegations.

 

The summit in its own explorations revealed how

politicians and political parties still hold power

over the people due to the status quo that

relentlessly put citizens at the receiving end of

inequality. Also, corruption in Africa is among the

things that have played a major role in how

elections usually pan out in most countries.
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Above: IEC's Sy Mamabolo, SA; Sam Alfandika,
IEC Malawi; Hussein Adam, IEC Somalia; Dr

Ola Bello, Good Governance, Nigeria with DDP
Executive Director Dr Paul Kariuki at the

Political Summit in Durban  
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3.3.  DDP Partnership Footprint in SA 

Local (Greater Durban Area) – NGOs &

Community-Based Organizations, Institutions of

higher learning- School of Governance & Public

Administration, (UKZN)Provincial – KZN Civil

Society Organisations Coalition (KZNCSOC);

Pietermariztburg Agency for Community Social

Action (PACSA) (PMB); KwaZulu Regional

Christian Council  (KRCC) (KZN North);

National – Ahmed Kathrada Foundation (AKF),

Making Voices Count (MVC), Institute of Justice

and Reconciliation (IJR) - WC; ACTIVATE SA (GP);

Afesis Corplan (EC); GGLN (WC);

Regional – PISA (Lesotho); National Initiative for

Civic Education (NICE) (Malawi);

Below is a highlighted rear-view of our footprint: 

 

 

 

(Figure 01) DDP footprint in South
Africa

3 . 4 .  D D P  I n t e r n s h i p  P r o g r a m  2 0 1 9
A a r d h i b  S o o k d e w  -  D a t a b a s e  I n t e r n  

My greatest moments at DDP was creating new

friendships with my colleagues and also being

apart of a motivating and goal-driven team . My

experience in DDP was overwhelming and

beyond recognition. I could not have chosen a

better organization to work with. DDP tends to

look after their

employee as if they are family. Being apart of a

team such as DDP Team has been one of my

greatest moments and experiences as a young

individual in the organization.

What was my greatest moments
working at DDP ?
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What do I
think about the DDP Team?

From my experience with the DDP team, they

have outdid themselves over and above. Work

ethics to hospitality of staff members is 1st

priority with DDP Management. Each and every

employee in the DDP team is

treated fairly and equally throughout the

company.  All member of the staff is committed to

their jobs and produces satisfactory results. If

help is ever needed, any one of the staff members

are willing to lend a hand. In my opinion, the DDP

Team is a team that anyone would want to be

apart off.

Going
forward what will I do with my

learnings from DDP?

I think what I’ve learnt most within my time at

DDP, is that no matter what your position is, you

are treated like everybody else. Another

thing that I’ve learnt working here is respect

given to one and another, and that is something I

will take with me for the rest of my career. The

things that I have learnt during my time here , I

will use it to my advantage in my future jobs or

companies that I can work for.



The communications department at DDP is
responsible for communicating the work of the
organization with the outside world. This
department ensures that the image of the
organization is consistent with its mission and
culture.
 
Using different online (and other means of
communications) mediums to promote the work
of the organization, to mobilize and inform
citizens about the good work that is done by
DDP.
 
We currently have a new, fresh and updated
website that showcases our work work. The
website is linked to our database, our event
invitations are done through the database, and
they easily appear on the site, giving our
partners and delegates who are keen on
attending easy access to RSVP. 
 
We have strengthened our relationships with
media through our media summit. Our goal is to
be a CSO that is well-known and is easily
accessible by the citizens. 
Through these relationships, we have been able
to take part in radio conversations and giving
analysis on relevant political issues in the
country, and our events have been gaining
traction in the media, and on our social media
platforms. 
 
Our social media details:
YouTube and Twitter @ddpdemocracy Facebook -
@ddpdemocracy | DDP Durban NPC 
Instagram - @ddp_democracy
ddp.org.za
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3 . 5 .  C o m m u n i c a t i n g  o u r  w o r k
t h r o u g h  t h e  m e d i a
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SECTION E 

4. EMERGING NICHES OF OUR
WORK
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The role of civil society organizations in the

election period

Current projects/programs are currently

being implemented towards the realization of

free and fair elections

Opportunities for collaboration 

In February of this year, DDP convened,

alongside Youth Lab (a youth policy think-and-do

tank operating out of Johannesburg) a civil

society roundtable of elections in South Africa. 

 

The roundtable recognized that, as a country, we

are still reeling from several revelations in the

continuing war on corruption and capture of

state institutions – as an important player in the

public participation space, civil society remains a

vital component in the rebuilding process.

It was therefore an opportune moment, to

gather, to collect our thoughts on how far we’ve

come, where we are, and where we ought to be.

 

 The DDP recognizes the work of various

organizations and networks both, in the struggle

for a democratic South Africa, as well as the

continued vigilance towards ensuring that state

machinery and institutions continue to benefit

all South Africans, particularly the marginalized

majority. 

 

The engagement was centered around the

following areas:
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4.1.  THEMATIC POLICY RELATED ROUNDTABLES

DDP convened policy roundtables with the intention to engage civil society and other stakeholders
on the shape and form that policy should take in South Africa – specific to the sector

Above: DDP Executive Director, Dr Paul
Kariuki and KAS's Michaela Braun, with the

Youth Lab team. 

i. Civil Society Roundtable: Fostering Free and Fair Elections in South Africa

Above:  Dr Kariuki facilitating a session at the
Roundtable. 



On the 31st October 2019, DDP Convened a
public forum to gauge citizens thoughts on the
Mid-term budget speech presented by Finance
Minister, as well as to gauge insights on the
Economic Policy Document released earlier this
year by treasury. 
 
The speakers for the Forum, Nedbank Senior
Economist, Mr Isaac Matshego and
Development Consultant and commissioner on
the National Planning Commission, Ms Tessa
Dooms looked at the need for more investment
in local markets through the creation of  local
industries, some of which could be done through
the Black Industrialists Program. 
 
The value of these engagements is in bringing
together various organizations working in the
Electoral and Participatory Practices spaces to
help both institutions of the state, as well as the
electorate understand the value of various
organizations and assist the sector to map areas
of intervention and interpret the reach of our
work.

Above: Nedbank Senior Economist, Mr Isaac
Matshego; Development Consultant and
commissioner on the National Planning

Commission, Ms Tessa Dooms with DDP Executive
Director Dr Paul Kariuki at the DDP Public Forum

held in Johannesburg. 
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ii. Public Forum on the Mid-Term Budget Policy Statement

Right: Delegates at the DDP Public Forum held in
Johannesburg on 31 October 2019. 



4.2. UPCOMING INAUGURAL DDP PUBLICATIONS

Publications detailing the state of SA democracy, informed by various thematic
dialogues and conferences.
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On the back of the celebration of 25

years of democracy in South Africa, as

well as the organisations 25+ years of

existence, the Democracy

Development Program has started to

take more seriously the need to

adequately document the inputs from

various engagements, particularly

where those contributions will likely

yield shifts in the country’s policy

direction. 

 

2019 has seen vast shifts in the ways

in which the South African public

interacts with our laws, those that are

being drafted, and those that are

already legislated – citizens continue

to find where they are in the process

of law-making, as well as trying to

grapple with how civil society is

representing their views differently

than how politicians and government

may be. 

 

With this realization, we have

considered that every space we

convene, needs to have a clearly

defined output, and allow for us as an

organization to learn and educate

others about where citizens concerns

are, and what the innovations ought to

be, in order to yield the type of future

that we want to see.
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DDP PUBLICATIONS 

Election Observer Mission on 2019 NPE (S.
Mhlongo) 
Working with Local Government (S
Mhlongo)
Youth Identity in SA's Complex Democracy
(Dr I Khambule)
Political Parties Summit (K Vilakazi)
The place for community media in
democracy and citizen engagement:
Challenges and Opportunities  (L Khumalo)

The following are a list of the papers that we have
commissioned, and have been shared with us by
academics, experts and speakers that have
attended the different spaces we’ve convened this
year:
 

 



The Social Status Quo (Prof Zulu)
Problematising Identity (Prof Desai)
Perceptions of social cohesion (S Nkomo)
Civil society’s perspective on community
media and citizen engagement. (S.
Madlala)
Ethical Leadership in the Public Sector in
South Africa; (Dr Israel)  
Community Media as a Mechanism for
Educating Citizens about Democracy and
their Civic Role in the Society, (AT.
Akinlade)

 

 
 
The briefs are both a documentation of our
work, as well as a reflection of what needs to
shift in order for us as a society to move
forward. This will be accessible to the public,
but is for particular consumption by
academics, non governmental organizations,
political
parties and policymakers.
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Advocacy and Lobbying Manual
This has been specifically developed for
organizations working to achieving
meaningful and sustainable shifts at
grassroots level – and whilst it isn’t an
exhaustive guide, it provides the starting
point for how organizations can start to
engage with government at the local level.
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Workshop Manual

Resource Guide 

Poster Series

OTHER PUBLICATIONS 
 

DDP NDP Material 
The main aim of this material is to bring the

discussion of our country's future more

widely into the public domain by comparing

the present we experience in our daily lives

to the ideal future projected in the NDP.

Material includes:

 

 



SECTION F 
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5. FINANCIALS 
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DDP DETAILED ANNUAL FINANCIAL
STATEMENT 2019

5.1. STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION 
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5.2. EXPENDITURE 
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5.3. STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 
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5.4. INCOME 



SECTION G 

APPENDICES 
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7. DDP 2019 CONFERENCE
NEWSLETTERS 
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